
Warehouse Labels and Signs

Camcode has warehouse label solutions for 
every application in your warehouse. Choose 
from our indestructible floor label systems, 
rack labels, long-range retro-reflective labels, 
hanging signs, and more.

camcode.com



Bulk Storage Location Marking
Our Warehouse Floor Labels are durable enough to survive abuse from pallets and vehicular traffic on the warehouse floor, 
while our Retro-Reflective Signs are designed to reach scanning distances of up to 50 feet with long-range scanners.

Custom Signs

These lightweight, yet tough 
Hanging Signs feature a white 
plastic backer for high visibility.

Hanging

Our durable Aisle Signs are 
ideal for identifying rack and 
shelf ends of warehouses.

Aisle Door and Dock Signs

These signs are easily readable and durable to withstand indoor 
and outdoor warehouse environments.
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Our Warehouse Floor Labels are ideal marking solutions for 
bulk and staging locations. Choose from Adhesive or Screw-
Down Floor Label kits. Each easily installs in less than 5 
minutes per label.

Our most popular and cost effective hanging sign features a 
universal bracket, which guarantees proper scanning angles 
when hung from conduit, suspended wire or pipe.

Featuring a bent PVC backer, this sign is an alternative to our 
Hanging Retro-Reflective Sign. Mount it directly to bar joists 
or existing fixtures with foam tape.

Our Two-Sided Retro-Reflective Labels have slanted sides to 
provide the proper scanning angle from either location. 

Two Sided Retro-ReflectiveBent PVC Retro-Reflective

Hanging Retro-ReflectiveWarehouse Floor Bar Code Labels



Pallet Bar Code Labels Returnable Container, Tote and Tray Bar Code Labels

Durable Metalphoto® anodized aluminum bar code 
labels resist scuffing and abrasion, as well as inclement 
conditions both inside and outside the warehouse.

Ideal for tracking your totes, trays, containers and other returnables, 
these labels resist cleaning processes, abrasion, chemicals, and 
outdoor exposure.

Warehouse Rack Bar Code Labels
Whether you have Selective, Drive In, Push Back, Gravity Flow or any other type of racking system, we work with you to 
create customized Warehouse Rack Labels for your needs. 

Other Warehouse Options

Polyester Rack Mount Retro-Reflective

Our popular Polyester Rack Labels are more durable and longer 
lasting than typical paper labels. 

These labels can be applied to the front of racks or wraparound 
to scan upper levels while on the floor.

These Magnetic Rack Labels are perfect if 
you require the ability to relocate labels. 

Our Multi-Level Rack Labels can eliminate 
the need for long-range scanning. 

These Cold Storage Labels are designed for 
installation in environments as low as -20°F. 

Multi-Level SystemMagnetic Cold Storage



Long-Range Retro-Reflective Bar Code Labels & Signs

Warehouse Rack Labels

Custom Warehouse Signs

Hanging Bent PVC Two Sided Rack Mount

Polyester Magnetic Multi-Level Cold Storage

Hanging Aisle Door and Dock

Warehouse Floor Bar Code Labels Other Warehouse Options

Adhesive Screw-Down Pallet Labels Container/Tote Labels
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